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Angela is a Leadership Development Consultant, sparring partner, connector and resultsoriented Executive Coach with over 20 years’ experience. She partners with senior leaders and
their teams in large, complex global organisations to develop mindsets, unleash potential and
create the cultural conditions needed to accelerate performance, innovation and growth. She
believes passionately that the best leaders put people first and that with the right support, we
can reveal the leadership capability that invites people to go beyond what they thought was
possible and unleash untapped potential.
Combining strong strategic and business acumen with deep listening and a keen sense of
intuition, Angela is able to quickly connect with people to ask thought-provoking questions that
gently challenge current thinking and encourage new perspectives. She has held a number of
regional and global HR Leadership roles in the IT, Healthcare and Media industries. This brings
a depth of experience in achieving large-scale change during turbulent and uncertain times. She
is passionate about developing cultures that inspire commitment, sustainable performance and
successful business outcomes.
Angela coaches leaders and teams in global corporations and non-profit organisations, in
addition to a select group of entrepreneurs. She works with people from various different
cultures around the world to co-create high impact coaching experiences that deliver valued
outcomes for individuals, teams and organisations. Clients value her partnership in delivering
strong leadership development experiences that accelerate critical transitions, strengthen
teams and transform managers into leaders. Angela knows that lasting change starts at the
individual level and uses assessments, experiential learning and business application to develop
self-awareness, personal resilience, influencing and coaching skills. She continues to explore
research in the field of neuroscience and its practical applications to individual and
organisational change.
A visionary and thought-provoking leader, Angela combines the best aspects of British diplomacy
and Dutch practicality to challenge individuals and teams to recognise their own unique
characteristics and talents to optimise their potential and capacity to become the best version
of themselves. She has extensive experience of leading development initiatives with culturally
diverse groups in both face-to-face and virtual settings, and coaching people from various
different cultures around the world. She speaks English, Dutch and German.
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